7 November 2016

Scenario Prepares to Open 55,000 sf Orlando Facility / Appoints Kevin Butz FL Regional
Manager
Company President, Malcolm Batten, today announced plans for a new 55,000 sf Design and Production
Facility in Orlando to provide comprehensive East Coast Show Contracting services. Batten remarked
“Scenario has secured a significant book of business in Orlando on work to commence in January 2017.
Building on the successful model we have with our similarly sized facility in Los Angeles, we will fit out
the space to flexibly adapt to a variety of turnkey project types including large scale Rockwork, IP Figure
Production, SAE and Show Set projects.”
Heading up the Orlando office will be Scenario veteran Project Director Kevin Butz. Batten commented,
“Kevin has a proven record of success delivering large scale, complex projects for leading Theme Park
owners. He recently oversaw delivery of a Land at prestigious new park in Shanghai.” Kevin will
relocate to Orlando in the new year. Ana Battistozzi, already in Orlando, will support Kevin in business
development and in establishing the office.

Kevin Butz – Florida Regional Manager
Kevin brings a passion for themed attractions cultivated over ten years working
on large scale projects in the US and Asia. His career in construction began
with his Bachelor of Science degree in 2002 leading to large scale commercial
and residential projects and then to projects for Disney and Universal. He most
recently completed work on a prominent Shanghai Theme Park and has just
transferred to Los Angeles where he will oversee a diverse range of projects

About Scenario
Scenario operates out of offices in Los Angeles; Orlando; Shanghai; Dubai and Hong Kong. A full profile can be
found at www.cockramscenario.com.
Scenario is an international Show Contractor providing comprehensive Project Delivery and Construction
Management services for Attractions, Themed Lands and Theme Parks. Scenario’s history of successful projects
for top tier customers is enhanced by the resources and experience of its parent, Cockram Construction, with a
combined management staff of over 500 and current projects value of more than $1.5B US.
Contact:
Malcolm Batten – President – malcolm.batten@cockram.com
Paul Buckley - Vice President - paul.buckley@cockramscenario.com
Jay Decker - Business Strategy - jay.decker@cockramscenario.com
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